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Which Word Where?
This week, we are learning about adding the vowel suffix –ous to words that end in ‘y’ and ‘our’. 
Can you match the correct word into the correct sentence?

1.	 The rowing team were ____________________ at the Olympics and showed off their gold medals 
proudly.

2.	 This curry is particularly delicious due to the ____________________ spices we add to it. 

3.	 Under the cover of darkness, the ____________________ stranger made his way out of the shadows 
towards the hotel.

4.	 Chuckles, the ____________________ circus clown has a problem. He has lost his red nose and he 
is the next act to perform in the Big Top.

5.	 The Whoopsville Annual Ball was one of the most ____________________ events of the year and 
the chance for the ladies to show off their finery and for the men to dust of their bowties.

6.	 This new aerobics class offers a ____________________ work out. It is suitable for all abilities.

7.	  ____________________ at losing out on the title of “Grand Master of Rock, Paper, Scissors”, Helga 
stomped off the stage at the Championships vowing never to play again.

8.	 The weather was ____________________ as Stefan and Ginnie walked down the mountain path 
back to the sun-drenched valley.

9.	 After a period of ____________________	testing,	the	new	Twinkl	Tone	4.1	was	finally	ready	to	go	
on sale.

10.	The collection of shoes and boots by the back door were particularly ____________________ after 
a hot and sweaty game of tig in the garden.

various furious glorious victorious mysterious

humorous glamorous vigorous odorous rigorous

Choose a sentence to rewrite with direct speech in it..
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various

victorious

mysterious

humorous

glamorous

vigorous

Furious

glorious

rigorous

odorous

Example answer: “This new aerobics class offers a vigorous work out. It is suitable 
for all abilities,” Caroline was telling her friend as they walked to the gym together.  


